			

INSOMNIA: WHERE DOES IT
START?

One in three adults will experience insomnia at some point in their lives. We
lie awake worrying over financial or relationship issues, studying the roof
of our bedrooms, and getting frustrated our the inability to just drift off. We
swear off caffeine, only to need that extra cup of coffee in the afternoon to
keep us going, but then we can’t sleep at night. It can be a short term problem
or stick around for a little longer, resulting in a self-perpetuating cycle of
fatigue and sleeplessness.
Of those who suffer with insomnia, only about 5% require treatment. Unfortunately, that’s only a small comfort
if you are lying awake night after night. Far from being a trivial issue, this affects the way you regenerate and
recover. It’s bearing on many aspects of health, concentration and wellbeing are undeniable.
Often sleep hygiene techniques are helpful. Creating a stress free environment for sleep, blocking out excessive
noise, and having a pre-bedtime routine can all aid the process of falling asleep. Other times, there is a definite
stressor keeping you awake at night. Once that is dealt with, the world of sleep is yours for the taking again.

Insomnia is not a disease in and of itself. It is a symptom of something else going
wrong. Think of it as a light on the dashboard of your car, telling you there is
something going on under the hood that needs attention. The causes of insomnia
can vary. But I am here to introduce one specific cause to you.

HERE ARE A FEW THINGS YOU NEED TO
KNOW ABOUT INSOMNIA:

1

If you suffer from insomnia, light sleep and vivid dreams, or wake at
the slightest noise and struggle with sensitivity to light, you may be at
the mercy of a little known but remarkably common condition called
‘Sympathetic Dominance.’

Sympathetic Dominance occurs when the subset of our nervous system that’s responsible for the fight or flight
response becomes dominant. Hence, the opposing subset of our nervous system, the one that handles our ‘rest,
digest, reproduce and repair’ functions, becomes supressed.
Now, if the fight or flight response kicks in as we react to a barking dog or a sudden noise, it isn’t a problem. It
is just the body doing what it is designed to do in response to a threat. The problem arises only when we stay in
survival mode for increasing long periods of time. Neurologically we become wound up, and our health can start
to unravel as the body struggles to wind-down for long enough to undertake the rest, digest and repair functions.
You might say “But I’m not stressed. It doesn’t apply to me.”This might be true! If so, you are fortunate. But did
you know that:
>
		

Stress can be physical: an illness, a marathon or the physical toll of being someone’s carer
for example

>

Stress can be mental: a job interview, an exam, a financial stressor or the like

>

Stress can be emotional: the death of a loved one, a trauma or other negative emotions 		

>

The same physiological and neurological responses take place in response to all of these 		

		

stressors, regardless of whether its a barking dog, a car accident or a financial worry.

Now, knowing all of this, can you honestly tell me
that you don’t experience stress?
There are some facts about our survival mechanisms
that have direct bearings on our sleep and on health
as a whole. If we were overcome with the desire to sleep
whenever a lion or a bear gave chase, the human race
			

would not have survived for long. No, our fight or flight
response involves adrenaline flooding our system to
keep us alert.
But that’s not all it does.
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When the sympathetics (the fight or
flight mechanism) are triggered, you will
become increasingly sensitive to light
and noise.

A number of neurons in your brain become primed and ready
to react to the threat. Among them are the neurons that receive
light and noise stimuli. If we become wound-up for an extended
period of time, we become Sympathetically Dominant and this
light and noise sensitivity will start to impact sleep. Those who
have struggled to drop off to sleep while listening to the heavy
breathing of a partner, the thumping of a neighbours music will
understand this. So too will those who have to cover up every
blinking light and alarm clock in the bedroom before they fall
asleep. It is fruit of fired up neurons in the brain.

3

When we are anxious, it happens on a
cellular level. The brain sends messages
to the body to be primed and ready for
an attack. Hence, we can’t wind-down.

We have our shoulders up, our head forward in a ready to run
position. There is increased blood flow to muscles. These are just a
handful of the fight or flight reactions that occur.
Try being wound up and ready to fight or run from the lion or the
bear while falling asleep at the same time. It doesn’t work. It has to
be one or the other.

You see, the rest and repair functions belong to the
opposing subset of the nervous system to where our fight or
flight responses live.
As one fires up, the other becomes suppressed. We can’t
be fight or flight ready, and relaxed and sleepy. We need to
come out of this wound-up state to enable sleep.

3

Sympathetic Dominance, when your body stays in survival mode for too long, can have a
number of flow on effects, not the least of which is headaches. How does this work? One way is
high blood pressure. When you are in fight or flight mode, your body works hard to pump blood to the

tissues that need it in a state of threat. But when you are not literally running from the threat, this can result in
high blood pressure. If you put your hand on the top of your head, this is one common location of the high blood
pressure headache.
Alternatively, there is something I call the “Sympathetic Dominance” headache. It is located at the base of the
neck and radiates over the top of the head towards the forehead. It usually occurs in the afternoon or early
evening as postural muscles fatigue, and is relieved by lying down. If you suffer from this type of headache,
which is possibly closely related to the tension headache, it is a sure sign that you are wound-up neurologically
and could be in a state of Sympathetic Dominance. If this is you, then you may be suffering from other so-called
“random” symptoms that are actually very much linked to the part of your brain that responds under pressure.
These include:
>

Tightness in the neck area and shoulders that feel like concrete

>

Tight calf muscles, buttocks or Achilles tendons

>

Feelings of being wound up or wired

>

Difficulty relaxing or calming down

>

Feeling cold even when you shouldn’t

>

Cravings for sugar or salt

>

High blood pressure

>

Increased blood clotting factors (including increased risk of Deep Vein Thrombosis and stroke)

>

Digestive issues including bowel issues (bloating, constipation or diarrhoea)

>

Food sensitivities or allergies

>

Difficulty losing weight

>

Tiredness and low energy

>

Adrenal exhaustion or fatigue

>

Light sleep with vivid dreams

>

Hormonal issues, including issues with your

		

menstrual cycle (if female) or low testosterone

		(if male)
>

Polycystic Ovarian Syndrome or Uterine Fibroids

>

Gallbladder disease or thyroid imbalances

>

Hair loss

>

Water retention

>

Feelings of depression or anxiety

From the digestive system, to the reproductive system, to the adrenal system and all
the hormones that stem from there, Sympathetic Dominance can cause a domino
effect through-out the body. Headaches are just one by-product.
If you read that list, then your body is trying to tell you something. After decades
in practice, and advanced training in functional neurology, I’ve seen incredible
improvements in patients who learned to use some simple tools: tools that put them
back in control of their health.
I never get sick of hearing the stories of people who have been able to get their lives
back, once plagued by headaches, migraines, foggy brain, upset stomachs, and many
more symptoms, now living life to the full.
Best of all, headaches might not be the only improvement you see!

Yours for better health
Dr. Wayne Todd

Get your copy of SD Protocol and learn the simple
tools that can put you back in control of your
headaches and your health.
www.sdprotocol.com.au

“I feel better at 50 than I did at 30! The world isn’t closing in on me anymore.
The world is at my feet again.”
Catherine, SD Protocol Success Story
“I’m so so grateful that we could join all the dots and make the changes. I feel so good
now and I know that it will make a huge difference to my health in the future.”
Samantha, SD Protocol Success Story

